D. DYER PRESIDES
OVER PHILODEMIC

Many Candidates Requesting Entrance Into Society—Constitution Read at Last Meeting

The Philodemic Debating Society, the country's oldest debating society, met for the first time of the current season with David Dyer presiding, on Tuesday, September 30. At that time the various members of the Philodemic were urged to look about among the junior and senior classes for the purpose of signing student petitions of those who wish to enter the society. During the meeting one petition was considered and according to custom was tabled for one week's consideration.

The second meeting which occurred on Tuesday, September 30, was occupied in considering some 20 petitions for entrance in the famous society, these were tabled and the petition of the previous week was voted upon with the result that Daniel Canning, '32, secretary of the yard, was selected as a member.

Currency System To Be Debated

At this meeting a debate for two weeks was announced—"Resolved That The United States Should Adopt a Bi-metallistic Currency System." This subject is especially fitting when gold and silver are playing such a big part in the world depression and when such a ranking power as Great Britain accepts the gold system breaking away from her financial policies of years standing. The affirmative will be ably championed by Robert "Dick" Douglas, '32, and Ralph Koehl, of the class of '32. The negative will be presented by Myles Gibbons and David Dyer also of the class of '32.

The meeting of Tuesday night saw the election of new members of the society and reading of the constitution to them. The names of the new members were not available at press time.

GEORGETOWN LAW BEGINS NEW YEAR

Rev. Francis E. Lucey, S.J., Regent—George E. Hamilton, J.U.D., Dean—Prizes for Year 1930-31 Awarded

The Georgetown University Law School opened auspiciously October 8, Thursday, with a registration this year exclusive of last year's student body in both the undergraduate section and in the post-graduate sections, the former aggregating within a few numbers of 500 while the latter department has exactly doubled its last year's quota of 11.

The student body was addressed by the (Continued on page 8)

Annual Retreat To Begin Monday
Apostolic Blessing Given Fri. 16

For Both Resident and Non-resident Students—Rev. Ed. J. Coffey, S.J., to Conduct Former, Rev. Paul A. McNally, S.J., the Latter

During the coming week the students of the Hilltop, both resident and non-resident, will take part in the Annual Retreat. It will commence Monday evening, October 19, and end Friday morning, October 23.

Rev. Edward J. Coffey, S.J., a former member of the faculty will conduct the retreat for the resident students while Rev. Paul A. McNally, S.J., the non-resident students' retreat. Services for resident students will be held in Trinity Church while non-resident students will assemble in Dalhren Chapel. Evening devotions for all will be conducted in Dalhren Chapel and Gaston Hall.

Requiem Mass Thursday

These services are optional for non-resident students. Each day there will be a Mass at 7:30 a.m. and the morning will be taken up with two meditation periods and spiritual reading. The Way of the Cross and Meditation will be held in the morning with one sentence of the evening, namely, Meditation and Benediction at 8:15. On Thursday morning will be held the Requiem Mass celebrated in honor of the team, and thanking the newspapers for the cooperation in the week previous to the game.

(Continued on page 9)

N. Y. ALUMNI GIVE
STUDENTS SMOKER

Held at Hotel Pennsylvania—Klauberg Toastmaster—Father Dineen, Hon. John P. O'Brien and Tommy Mills Speakers

One of the largest and most enthusiastic groups of Georgetown Alumni and undergrads held a conclave in the small hallroom of the Hotel Pennsylvania, in New York City, last Friday evening, with Leo V. Klauberg, president of the New York Alumni, acting in the capacity of toastmaster. An atmosphere of optimism with regard to the Georgetown-N. Y. U. game on the following day predominated at the gathering of the Blue and Gray adherents at which time several interesting speeches were delivered by past and present Georgetown men.

The Georgetown Collegians, an orchestra selected from members of the Blue and Gray band, provided entertainment throughout the evening, which was thoroughly enjoyed by all present.

Toastmaster Klauberg introduced as the first speaker of the evening Rev. Father Dineen, newly appointed director of athletics at the Hilltop. The new faculty director spoke highly of the work that Tommy Mills was doing with the Georgetown squad in the comparatively short time he had been with them. He brought out the fact that Mills was not only a good football instructor but was also a man who could talk and who took advantage of the opportunity by entertaining and explaining to the student body, whenever he had the opportunity, the benefits of moral backing.

In conclusion Father Dineen congratulated the Alumni on the manner in which they turned out for the celebration in honor of the team, and thanked the newspapers for the cooperation in the week previous to the game.

(Continued on page 8)

G. U. ANNUAL TO BE PUBLISHED IN MAY

Martin J. White, Editor-in-Chief—290th Anniversary of Washington's Birth to be Theme of Publication

In most cases we would hesitate to look to another May—another glorious June—another graduation—it would seem, in its dim future, to be too much like a bold, perhaps foolishly cautious guess. But when we state that on one of those beautiful days, Ye 1932 Domesday Book will appear upon the campus we are not letting our imagination run riot, we are merely proclaiming a fact. For, if there is a May, there will be Ye Domesday Book.

Not even the ordinary yearbook is the work of a week or a month, Ye 1932 Domesday Book will be the result of 18 months of work and of nearly 30 years of experience. It will be a real work of art. Martin J. White, editor-in-chief of the publication, assures us that everything has been done to make it the finest yearbook in the history of Georgetown.

To Commemorate Bicentennial

To celebrate the anniversary of the Capitol, this edition of Ye Domesday Book will be a special bicentennial edition. There is to be a special cover unlike that of any other Domesday Book. It is to be published by the Benson Printing Company.

The individual photographs of most of the graduating students of the college and the law school have been taken. All students of the dental and medical schools have been photographed. Like Ye 1931 Domesday Book there will be six pictures to a page; unlike last year, the pictures are to be in a single panel. In most cases the principal parts of this year's book, the "Working Section," William Soisson, editor, has devoted his time and a great deal of work to make this department everything that could be hoped for.

Gibbons Supervises Humor Section

A great deal of comment was caused last year by the appearance of "Sponsors" in Ye Yearbook. When Mr. White was questioned as to whether the 1932 Book (Continued on page 15)

SPORTS FLASHES

New York University downs Hilltoppers, 34-0.

Pool tourney gets under way—many entries.

Busy list ahead for intra-mural sports.

Tennis tournament progresses—favorites win.

(Descriptions of these and other sporting events will be found on page 4.)
Intra-Murals—what vast meaning is contained in those words for one who has spent several years at Georgetown. Varsity sports are indispensable to a college, and Georgetown is still Georgetown.

John McCabe, '33
Sports Writer

BUSINESS STAFF

Assistant Business Manager
Edward Kelly, '34

Circulation Manager
Frank Yorke, '34

The Hoyas may seem to some of the uninitiated that to take pictures now for the Annual in preparation, it is a fine idea, and one that insures the ultimate success of the book. So once again it is photographic time on the Hilltop, and while we are on this phase of the Annual, it might not be amiss to say that anyone who has any reason to have his picture in the book should be on the alert for announcements to that effect.

Elementary days have conveyed the idea that Washington is not the geographical center of the United States, but adolescence has taught that it is a center of culture.
M'DONOUGH, '22, WILL GIVE MILITARY AWARD

Tenth Successive Year Prize Has Been Given—Donor Was Member of Class of '22

During the past week Major William H. Hobson, Commandant of the Georgetown R. O. T. C. unit, received a letter from Captain J. A. McDonough of the New York National Guard. The letter was to inform the Major that for the tenth successive year, Captain McDonough will make his annual award. This gift is an officer's wrist watch which is to be given to the member of the Senior Class who, in the opinion of the Military Department, has done the most to further the interests of the R. O. T. C. at Georgetown. It is presented each year at the Military Day exercises held in the spring.

Charter Member

Captain McDonough is a member of the graduating class at the Hilltop in 1922. When the unit was first organized in 1920 he was one of the first to join, and so became a charter member. While he was a cadet he distinguished himself both in the college and at the summer camps. In 1921 he went with the other Georgetown students to the Plattsburg Barracks and there, from 98 students of various universities and colleges he received first honor. He also was qualified as pistol and rifle expert, and was a member of the Georgetown Rifle team.

After graduation he joined the New York National Guard and was promoted rapidly, until he now holds the rank of Captain. His work with this organization has been most outstanding, for the past ten years, and is a creditable reflection not only to Georgetown, but to the R. O. T. C.

Alumni Secretary

Not only has his personal military work been outstanding, but his loyalty to Georgetown and especially to the R. O. T. C. has been exceptional. He has taken a prominent part in alumni affairs and now holds the office of Secretary of the New York Georgetown Alumni Association. His work for the Military Department was so intense that he desired to do all that he could to improve it, even after he had several actual engagements with it. To this end he began the practice of doing这一切 offices once a year. This watch is worth to be awarded at the annual Military Day exercises to the member of the Graduating Class who has done the greatest services to the unit throughout his connections with it.

COLLEGE CALENDAR

Thursday, October 15
7:15 p.m. Gaston Debating Society, Philodemic room

Friday, October 16
Georgetown - Duquesne University football game at Pittsburgh Night game

Sunday, October 18
7:00 p.m. Benedict in Dahlgren Chapel

Monday, October 19
Opening of Annual Reunion

Thursday, October 22
7:30 a.m. Requiem Mass for deceased members of University Faculty

Friday, October 23
Closing of Annual Reunion

Alumni President Talks

At the conclusion of these numbers which were rendered most effectively the attractive program ended. The rest of the program was given to speeches which were made by John L. Freund, '34, President of the N. Y. Alumni Talk.

The G. U. BAND BROADCASTS OVER COLUMBIA NET

Lt. Hunt to be Congratulated on Success—Also Capt. Shaffer—President of N. Y. Alumni Talks

The one bright spot of the disastrous week-end just passed was the extremely unusual enthusiasm and interest shown by the Band in its appearance in the Yankee Stadium for the football game with New York University. Despite the fact that previous to this game they had had only a few weeks practice they showed themselves to be a well drilled, well equipped, and inspiring organization, an organization of which Georgetown might well be proud. Congratulations are in order not only for every member of the Band but also for Lieutenant Hunt and Captain Shaffer, who have worked long and earnestly for the Band's success.

During the entire game their playing was not merely an inspiration to the team that was fighting so gallantly out on the field but also for Lieutenant Hunt and Captain Shaffer, who have worked long and earnestly for the Band's success.

The Washington Club of Georgetown is planning to hold a dance on November 28, at the Mayflower Hotel, the day of the Detroit-Georgetown game. The committee selected for completing arrangements for the dance is composed of Jerome J. Downey, '34, chairman; John L. Freund, '34, John C. Kelly, '34, and J. Duncan, '34. Mr. Downey stated that this social function will begin promptly at 10 o'clock in the evening.

The members of the Junior Class will be attired in their new uniforms this Thursday, and will present a more military appearance than formerly. They will be the envy of New York University. This uniform was awarded to the same firm. They have (Continued on page 9)

G. U. WASHINGTON CLUB TO GIVE DANCE NOV. 19

Lt. Hunt to be Congratulated on Success—Also Capt. Shaffer—President of N. Y. Alumni Talks

The Washington Club of Georgetown is planning to hold a dance on November 28, at the Mayflower Hotel, the day of the Detroit-Georgetown game. The committee selected for completing arrangements for the dance is composed of Jerome J. Downey, '34, chairman; John L. Freund, '34, John C. Kelly, '34, and J. Duncan, '34. Mr. Downey stated that this social function will begin promptly at 10 o'clock in the evening and continue until 1 o'clock, and the music will be furnished by Sydney's orchestra.

Fresmen Welcomed

This is the first occasion upon which a dance has been held in connection with an athletic event. The club feels that this social event, which is to be (Continued on page 9)

Saint John Berchman's Sanctuary Society

Mass Servers Appointments for the Week of October 16, 1931

St. William—
6.00—J. McCann, G. Benz.
6.30—J. Scott, D. Stout.
7.00—Nelson Turner.
St. Anne—
6.00—J. McCann, G. Benz.
6.30—T. Lehman, J. Condren.
St. J. Berchman's—
5.45—A. Cooney, C. Larkin.
6.30—J. Corless.
St. Ignatius—
6.15—T. Counihan.
7.00—F. Castellano.
7.30—Charles Aultele.
St. Alphonsus—
3:30—F. Quatman.
Holy Angels—
6.00—M. Horan.
7.00—J. Shriver.
Crypt—
6.15—T. Dial.
7.00—J. Quigley.

MODERATOR PREDICTS GOOD YEAR FOR GASTON

Design for Gaston Keys Brought Up at Meeting—New Members Received from Freshmen and Sophomore Classes

At the last meeting of the Gaston Debating Society tryouts were held for those who wished to enter this society. Eight new keys were accepted. The section of the constitution regarding membership in the society was received into the society during the opening of the school year.

The question of distinctive Gaston keys was brought up, and a committee consisting of Mr. James O'Brien, Mr. Thomas Stapleton and Mr. John Kirby was appointed to report on possible designs and the distribution of these keys.

First Debate Thursday

Father Charles Foley, the new moderator, explained the importance and significance of the Gaston Debate because of the wealth of new material and the spirit of cooperation manifested by the Specific Debates.

At Thursday night's meeting an open forum was held so that the newly-elected officers may acquaint themselves with the procedure in this generation. The topic for discussion is "The Advisability of Intercollegiate Athletic Competition.

Attendees at the last meeting were very satisfactory and it is hoped that it will remain so throughout the year. The members present are: J. K. Scherwood, J. Leao, M. S. Seplowin, W. E. Delbridge, R. W. McGee and M. O'Reilly, sophomores.

LIEUT. COL. LEAVITT TO INSPECT MILITARY UNIT

November 19 Set as Date for Annual Review—Unit to Participate in Bicentennial Celebration—Juniors' Uniforms Ready

The commandant, Major Hobson, has received notice that Leavitt, Col. R. H. Leavitt, Jr., of the Third Corps Area, R. O. T. C. officer, will make the annual fall inspection of the Georgetown R. O. T. C. on Thursday, November 19, 1931.

The officers of the military department, since the opening of school, have been working diligently with the freshmen classes to attain that degree of proficiency in elementary drill that has been possessed by previous first year classes. A good foundation is essential to the training of the soldier, and these officers have worked on that assumption.

To Drill in Bicentennial Major Hobson points out that the officers of his staff are very anxious to develop a well drilled unit this year, so that when the unit will participate with other military organizations in certain events connected with the Washington Bicentennial Celebration in 1932, the unit will make a favorable impression.

The members of the Junior Class will be attired in their new uniforms this Saturday, and will present a more military appearance than formerly. They will be the envy of New York University. This uniform was awarded to the same firm. They have (Continued on page 15)
HILLTOPPERS OPPOSE DUQUESNE FRIDAY

First Time in History Two Teams Have Met On Gridiron—Neither School Sports Untarnished—Record—Layden Pointing For This Game

For the first time in the history of the two schools Georgetown will meet Duquesne in football next Friday night under the arc lights at Forbes Field in Pittsburgh. Despite the fact that there has been no football history between the institutions there is keen rivalry, for last year the Dukes scored two basketball games from the Hilltoppers by the slimmest of margins.

Before the current football season started Elmer Layden, Duke coach and former member of the famous Four Horsemen of Notre Dame, said that there were two football games on his schedule that he wanted to win even though he lost all the rest. One of these was Geneva and the other was Georgetown. What happened to Geneva is history for the lads of Howard Harpster were completely outplayed and outscored. What will happen to Georgetown will be known only after the game next Friday night.

G. U. Record Better

If we are to judge on the records of each team for this season the proteges of Mills should have little difficulty in taking the Dukes into camp for they have downed Lebanon Valley and thrashed Mills should have little difficulty in taking the tournament is to be held, is crowded when the first round will start. It will be Wednesday, October 14, in the afternoon.

DUQUESNE FRIDAY

Large Number of Entries—Senior Notables to Compete

The long awaited intra-mural Pool Tournament will get under way on Wednesday, October 14, in the afternoon when the first round will start. It will be run during the afternoons and the free periods in the evenings. The entry list is long already and by the time the tourney starts it is expected to be much longer.

The recreation room in Copley, where the tournament is to be held, is crowded daily with all the "pool sharks" who expect to capture the first intra-mural pool championship practicing in earnest. Keen interest is being shown in this tourney. It is rumored that the Senior Class possesses some excellent pool players; while some of the Freshmen hopefuls, who have been shilly practicing on the new tables, believe this will be their first opportunity to present a champion.

Numbered among the candidates are such stellar cue artists as, "Mush" Dubofsky, "Mickey" Lion, Tom Sullivan, Jack Mara, Eddy Feigman, and the Katalinas brothers. Ralph McCarthy, director of intra-mural sports, wishes that more freshmen would sign up for the intra-mural championships which are now beginning to get under way.

BUSY LIST AHEAD FOR INTRA-MURAL SPORTS

Football, Pool and Golf Meets Start—Tennis Finals Due This Week

This week will certainly be a full and busy one as far as intra-mural sports are concerned. Boxing and gymnasium classes began their season on Tuesday. Charley Fish is the director. Charley was the inter-collegiate 145-pound boxing champion in 1929. He will teach aspiring and embryo Dempseys the elements and fundamentals of the art of boxing.

The annual intra-mural golf tourna-

G. U. Punch Lacking

That "heads up" football which dominated the Hilltop attack previously was missing Saturday. On five occasions they fumbled and three of those five were recovered by the victors. In their game against Georgetown, failed to live up to their reputation, completing only eight of 28 attempts and having seven of their passes intercepted by N. Y. U.

The game was not as one-sided as it might appear. In the matter of first downs, Georgetown made 17 to 15 for the victors. The yardage from scrimmage, partly due to the completion of several long passes, shows the Violets (Continued on page 6)

GEOETOWN ELEVEN GOES DOWN TO DEFEAT

At Hands of Strong N. Y. U. Team 34 to 0

Blue and Gray Attack Fails to Function After First Period—Second Important Game in Succession Weeks is wins Much for Team’s Stamina—Carolyn, King, Dubofsky and Bourdeau Shine for Hilltoppers

The decisive victory of the powerful New York University team last week at the Yankee Stadium, 34 to 0, marked the first time in different respects for the scoring of both schools since their original contest in 1928. It was the first time that a Violet team had been able to crack a Georgetown line but it was also the first time that the Blue and Gray failed to score themselves.

In the first meeting of the schools in 1928, a touchdown, point and a safety were all scored by the team from Washington for a 7 to 2 victory. In 1929 two touch-downs and points gave Georgetown a 14 to 0 contest. Last season Johnny Scalzi accidentally stepped behind the end zone while punting and scored an automatic safety for N. Y. U., but it was Georgetown that did the scoring even in the negative sense of the word. This year it was all N. Y. U.

Aspirants for Honors Practice Daily—Large Number of Entries—Senior Notables to Compete

"BEN GELLIS"

Large Field Starts in Pool Tournament

Aspirants for Honors Practice Daily—Large Number of Entries—Senior Notables to Compete

The annual intra-mural, golf tourna-

GAME BEING LISTED FOR YEARLING TEAM

Frosh Mentor Pessimistic—Parcel and Best On Injured List

Although the dates have not been definitely established as yet, Gabe Murphy, graduate manager of athletics, has, so far, scheduled two games for the freshman football team. These are to be with Maryland "B" team and with Western Maryland Frosh. The first of these two contests will probably take place either at the end of October or the first of November.

Frank Kersjes, freshman mentor, however, had a rather less cheerful note to sound. "The most outstanding prospect for fullback position, Best, has been in the Georgetown University hospital since last Thursday," he said. "In scrimmage against the Varsity last Tuesday, he suffered two broken vertebrae. According to the doctor, he will not be able to take part in any competitive sport until after Christmas. Added to this, Parcel has (Continued on page 7)

1931 Football Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Team and Place</th>
<th>G. U.</th>
<th>Opp.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 25</td>
<td>Lebanon Valley</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 4</td>
<td>Western Maryland</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 10</td>
<td>New York University</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 16</td>
<td>Duquesne</td>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 24</td>
<td>Michigan State</td>
<td>East Lansing</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 31</td>
<td>Boston College</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 7</td>
<td>Bucknell</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 14</td>
<td>West Virginia</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 21</td>
<td>Villanova</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov. 28</td>
<td>University of Detroit</td>
<td>Home</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Night game.

STATISTICS OF THE GAME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N. Y. U.</th>
<th>G. U.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yards gained rushing</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward passes</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forwards completed</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral passes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral completed</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yards gained, forwards</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yards gained, backwards</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of punts</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance of punts</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run back of punts, yards</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fumbles</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own fumble recovered</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalties</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yards lost, penalties</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on page 6)
DO YOU KNOW

That Georgetown will play their only night game of the season Friday at Pittsburgh, with Duquesne as opponents.

That Notre Dame’s great football team, after scoring 20 consecutive victories—a string which started back in the season of 1928—in two years, during which time they were recognized as the best in the country, was held to a scoreless tie by a powerful Northwestern team. Big Ten champs?

That it is rumored that Georgetown and Maryland University will hook-up for charity at Griffith's Stadium, December 12?

That the West Point Cadets proved two touchdowns better than Michigan State last Saturday?

That a G. U. grid star of 1916 in an effort to determine if he was still in condition, tackled a street-cleaner and a doorman in New York last Saturday, before finally being stopped by the secondary defense of the metropolis' forces (John Law)?

That the Hilltoppers still have a nine-point advantage over the combined totals of their adversaries thus far, this season?

That the mainstay of the champion St. Louis Cardinals nine, “Pepper” Martin, “rode the rails” to the Red Birds’ St. Louis Cardinals nine, “Pepper” Martin, “rode the rails” to the Red Birds’

That Mike Thompson who received his M. A. at Georgetown several years ago is now writing a football stories for one of the nation's leading weekly chronicles?

That Dick Harlow was quoted in one of the New York papers as having said (Continued on page 7)

Ye Prognosticator

Good old Mustapha feels rather blue this week. He didn't go so far off on his selections in last week's issue, but he went off on one particular one, and being a loyal Hilltopper, he is said. Seven misses out of 25 with a tie thrown in for luck isn't so bad. Anyhow, he must present something for those addicted to buying football pools, so he and his pal, the GUP, went into a sprawl, gazed thoughtfully into the little ball—well, they gazed—and here you are.
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Good old Mustapha feels rather blue this week. He didn't go so far off on his selections in last week's issue, but he went off on one particular one, and being a loyal Hilltopper, he is said. Seven misses out of 25 with a tie thrown in for luck isn't so bad. Anyhow, he must present something for those addicted to buying football pools, so he and his pal, the GUP, went into a sprawl, gazed thoughtfully into the little ball—well, they gazed—and here you are.

DUQUESNE GAME

(Continued from page 4)

Western Maryland. Duquesne has but one notable scalp on their belt and that is Geneva. Both teams have been defeated, by a super team of N. Y. U., and Duquesne by West Virginia and Delaware College. The rush in basing predictions on past records is that it does not work, for there are so many elements of luck in football that even an eighth of an inch can separate a winner from a loser.

Hilltoppers Hit By Injuries

The Washington team is hard hit by injuries. Dubovsky, Brickman, Donaghue, Alenty, Gellis, Hudson, to say nothing of that scintillating backfield ghost Bradley, are on the hospital list. Seldom has a major team lost seven regulars at the same time via the crutch route. These are merely the more chronic cripples for the rest of the team is badly battered and bruised after the two battles they went through in meeting Western Maryland and N. Y. U. on successive Saturdays. Duquesne has had their share of ill breaks but are in much better condition. They also have the advantage of seven full days to recuperate because they played Friday night while Georgetown was playing on Saturday.

Must Guard Against Overconfidence

The cohorts of Mills must guard against that bugaboo of over-confidence. Before the N. Y. U. game the general skepticism was that the Duquesne game would be easy. Wiltzer Bradley via one that did not share this opinion and if anyone on the team is qualified to speak it is the streak from Comegeree. He knows many on the Duke team and knows exactly what Landen means when he says that he is pointing for a game. Bradley said that the game would be one of the hardest on the Georgetown schedule and his words are not to be taken lightly. True, the game may be formidable at the present writing but with the G. U. team in its present condition anything is liable to happen.

Not A Team of Stars

Duquesne is not a team of individual luminaries but, rather, a smooth working aggregation. There is no one star but there are several playmakers and light suicides. The lights may bother the Hilltoppers, for it is the only time that they have played and three of them under the arc. None are merely the more chronic cripples for anything is liable to happen. If we get a good break, we have the advantage of seven full days to recuperate because we played Friday night while Georgetown was playing on Saturday.

INTRA-MURAL SPORTS

(Continued from page 4)

The intra-mural football season will open on Sunday with the juniors meeting the sophomores. All games will be played on the Medical School field.

Simultaneously with the announcement that George Crowley, 34, had been appointed official scorer of all intra-mural athletics, came the news that the intra-mural athletic association had secured a new office. It is Room No. 1, Old Medical Building.

The first period was climaxed when Abee hurled the ball of the line, with forwards gaining through the line, with forwards.

A march down the field in the second period was climaxed when Abee hurled the ball of the line, with forwards.

The first touchdown against Georgetown. Tanguay kicked off for N. Y. U. and Alenty returned the ball to the 28-yard line. A series of line backs, aided by an offside penalty, gave Georgetown a first down but they were forced to punt. In the final period continued with N. Y. U. gaining through the line, with forwards and the exchange of punts.

A few minutes later after finding the N. Y. U. defense apart and he proceeded untouched the bafl and it appeared to touch the ground. Hugut picked it up and raced down the field for a touchdown.

For the final score, N. Y. U., sent a "deeper" towards the sidelines and attracted the attentions of a pair of backs. La Mark took the pass from center and tossed to Tanguay who stole into the territory left vacant and across the goal line.

N. Y. U. WINS

(Continued from page 4)

to have twice the dominance of the Washingtonians.

Injuries Sap morale

The exit of Dubovsky in the first minute of play with a cut and badly bleeding lip greatly weakened the line. "Mush" was the bulwark of the forward defense, and without him the team failed to function consistently. The injury to Bradley in practice on Friday seemed to rob the team of their morale and the scoring punch which his entrance into the game seemed to inject previously.

Tanguay kicked off for N. Y. U., and Alenty returned the ball to the 20-yard line. A series of line backs and a pass to McNamara behind the line for New York's first touchdown against Georgetown. Connor was substituted to kick the extra point.

A few minutes later after finding the secondary weak on covering forwards which had any depth, La Mark sent a long one to Hugut to place the ball on Georgetown's 25-yard line. Thronton worked the ball toward the goal line and Grossman entered the game with special instructions to fake a pass and then keep going. His attempt pulled the defense apart and he proceeded untouched over the goal line. The try for points was wide.

After checking the Violets inside the 10-yard strip, Georgetown got off a poor punt and the visitors began another march for a touchdown. On the first play following the punt, La Mark tossed a pass to McNamara behind the line and behind perfect interference he streaked across the goal line for a touchdown.

VIOLETS BLOOM AFTER THREE YEARS

(COVID-19 AFFECTS)

A call is being made for all members of the Senior Class who can play football in any manner, form or style to turn out for the Intra-Mural team. Practices are being held daily on the Med field, and while some loyal members have been there, more are needed. Captain Jack Tobin says that experience is not necessary, and that those turning out will be given the coaching necessary. He wishes distinctly understood that no man will be permitted to play in any of the games unless he turns out for practice in a fairly regular manner. "I don't want anyone out there who is not at least in fair condition, and is likely to get hurt. If we get a good team, we will win the Intra-Mural trophy this year, as all we have lacked in the past is coordination in our first two games."

OX' BORDEAUX

Breaks Away for a Good Gain in the First Quarter of Saturday's Game with N. Y. U. He was Tackled from Behind After Going 3 or 4 Yards After the Picture was Taken.

SENIORS!!! SENIORS!! SENIORS!!!

A call is being made for all members of the Senior Class who can play football in any manner, form or style to turn out for the Intra-Mural team. Practices are being held daily on the Med field, and while some loyal members have been there, more are needed. Captain Jack Tobin says that experience is not necessary, and that those turning out will be given the coaching necessary. He wishes distinctly understood that no man will be permitted to play in any of the games unless he turns out for practice in a fairly regular manner. "I don't want anyone out there who is not at least in fair condition, and is likely to get hurt. If we get a good team, we will win the Intra-Mural trophy this year, as all we have lacked in the past is coordination in our first two games."

The Washington team is hard hit by injuries. Dubovsky, Brickman, Donaghue, Alenty, Gellis, Hudson, to say nothing of that scintillating backfield ghost Bradley, are on the hospital list. Seldom has a major team lost seven regulars at the same time via the crutch route. These are merely the more chronic cripples for the rest of the team is badly battered and bruised after the two battles they went through in meeting Western Maryland and N. Y. U. on successive Saturdays. Duquesne has had their share of ill breaks but are in much better condition. They also have the advantage of seven full days to recuperate because they played Friday night while Georgetown was playing on Saturday.

Must Guard Against Overconfidence

The cohorts of Mills must guard against that bugaboo of over-confidence. Before the N. Y. U. game the general skepticism was that the Duquesne game would be easy. Wiltzer Bradley via one that did not share this opinion and if anyone on the team is qualified to speak it is the streak from Comegeree. He knows many on the Duke team and knows exactly what Landen means when he says that he is pointing for a game. Bradley said that the game would be one of the hardest on the Georgetown schedule and his words are not to be taken lightly. True, the game may be formidable at the present writing but with the G. U. team in its present condition anything is liable to happen.

Not A Team of Stars

Duquesne is not a team of individual luminaries but, rather, a smooth working aggregation. There is no one star but there are several playmakers and light suicides. The lights may bother the Hilltoppers, for it is the only time that they have played and three of them under the arc. None are merely the more chronic cripples for anything is liable to happen.

by small incidents to make it safe to predict anything in this sport. The writer, after seeing both teams play thinks that the Blue and Gray should win by two touchdowns, but would not advise the Hilltoppers to take the game too lightly.
MILLS SAYS
(Continued from page 5)

that "Mush Dubofsky is a sure bet for All-American honors this year?"

That Tommy Mills’ greatest “find” of the year, Wilmer Bradley, was seriously injured in practice at Yankee Stadium last Friday, and will not be available to the team for the season.

That Villanova, one of Georgetown’s rivals later in the season, was upset by Wallace Wade’s Duke University eleven.

H O Y A  G R A M S
By William H. Soisson, ’32

There is a matter to which we feel obliged to call the attention of every reader of this column. Practically everyone who has been outside school over the week-end saw it, and a large number of those who were away have seen it since returning. On Sunday morning one of the Washington papers printed an account of Saturday’s game. It said the Georgetown players had insulted the Georgetown Football Team. It was not only an insult merely to the team, but it is an insult which reflects upon the school and affects every student enrolled in the University. It is certainly time that the offensive paper should feel the results of its ill-informed policy. Can the students of Georgetown do nothing to assert their dignity and honor? Are they going to allow this writer to call them “House” and to say that N. Y. U. “put them in their place” (wherever that may be) merely because they lost a football game?

Are they going to stand by and merely accept the instruction that they are “lunch of minor leagues”? Georgetown may not have the best football team it has ever had; it may not have the best team in the country, but it is much further still from being what it has been called by an injudicious sports writer, and it is still Georgetown’s team. The paper in question has quite a large circulation among the students at the Hilltop as well as among those who reside outside the college walls. It is to our honest opinion that each and every man who has any loyalty whatsoever to his school should cancel his subscription to the “Washington Herald” and refuse to purchase this paper until these insulting remarks are withdrawn and a most flagrant error be admitted publicly. This case is a matter of honor, and it evolves upon every Georgetown man to do his utmost to defend the honor of his Alma Mater.

Of all the things that we have had to write about and comment upon since we first attached ourselves to this scandal sheet we have never yet had anything as hard to write as this week’s column. In fact we would forsake the job, but the Editor says, “You have to fill that space.” Hence we must sit here and wrack our poor, meager brains for thoughts and ideas to put on paper.

Bradley’s loss via the broken bone route is admitted by all to be the worst loss the team has had. It is our personal opinion that the accident was indirectly responsible for the loss of the game. It had a tremendous moral effect on the players, and Chick Meekan was quick to take advantage of it. All that had to be done was to remove Mush Dubofsky, and they had two strikes on Georgetown.

It was certainly a tough blow to an ambitious young fellow who really wanted to make our team an All-American. Just when he was getting under way, he had obtained a great deal of recognition and was on the threshold of his big chance. He is one of the cleverest broken field runners Georgetown has seen in many a year, and no one will dispute that after he got in there was very little defensive work to do. We hope to see him back up a line in a pinch, and can only say “Wait till next year.” We probably won’t be here then, but anyhow—good luck, Dick?

As for the rest of the team, Charlie Brickman is definitely out now. His elbow never has been the same since that Loyola game last year. There was another great loss. Charlie showed promise of being a guard of the Cordovano, Dubofsky type. Fast and clever, he was an excellent lineman.

The others, while pretty badly banged up, seem likely to be in shape in a week or two. Gellis got it the worst and is warming his bed in an attempt to get fixed up quickly. Donahue may be better. Mush’s mouth shows promise and Danieu’s leg is apparently in shape.

Georgetown plays its only night game of the season in Pittsburgh on Friday night. Most of the players are veterans of this manner of playing, but how well they recall their experiences will not be known for a couple of days. However, it should prove to be no disadvantage. Look at the Loyola game last year, the first time they were ever under the lights. Besides that, rumor has it that the Dukes have a lighting system at Forbes Field which is an innovation and makes the parts both of player and spectator enjoyable. Theoretically Georgetown should win, but Layden’s boys have been pointing for this game, and they have a way of doing surprising things.

Do You Know
(Continued from page 5)

that “Mush Dubofsky is a sure bet for All-American honors this year?”

That Tommy Mills’ greatest "find" of the year, Wilmer Bradley, was seriously injured in practice at Yankee Stadium last Friday, and will be lost to the team for the season?

That Villanova, one of Georgetown’s rivals later in the season, was upset by Wallace Wade’s Duke University eleven.

FRESHMAN FOOTBALL
(Continued from page 4)

a knee injury which will lay him up for a little while.

“I have now about two full teams out daily. But what I am sadly in need of is centers. If there is any one in the freshman class at the Hilltop who wishes to try out for this position, I would be glad if he would come out to the field on any day that there is practice.”

Saturday, November 14, has been set aside as Rockne Day, to be observed at all football games in the country. It is hoped. At that time spectators at all games will be given the opportunity to give toward a Rockne Memorial Field House at Notre Dame.

SPORT CAR
Sunday car; excellent condition
Forced to sell—as low as $500
See John A. Larday, 21 New North
or R. Veatch, 2146 F St. N. W.

that EXTRA something . . . .

CLICQUOT has it!

ZESTFUL and tingling, this fine old American ginger ale is a mellower, smoother blend. Drink it for that EXTRA something that only Clicquot has. Blends delightfully because it is a perfect blend itself.

CLICQUOT CLUB
GINGER ALES
Sale Dry - Golden - Sec
Three Favorite Flavors on any Campus
Four or five days, long, harassing, hectic days will have elapsed when you that run and read will perhaps glance at this and with some expression of disgust toss it unerringly into your waste basket. Our defeat has been laid open to the eyes of everyone, every player and play torn apart, dissected and analyzed. Why perform the operation again, you may ask? open up old wounds and pack them with salt? Why? Because a strict old New England conscience makes us, and also tells us, that a great Georgetown fighting team is getting a rotten deal. If there is anything finer to see than a wonderfully trained team winning it is to see a team of like caliber go down to defeat gloriously. Georgetown did that very thing Saturday and we all are inclined to forget it. We read so much possibility of teams fighting gamely in the shadows of their own goal posts that we get the idea that if a team doesn’t hold somebody for four consecutive downs way off in the corner of the field that they’re indulging in a game of ping pong instead of football. Maybe the boys didn’t execute every play to perfection; possibly they left uncoerced that should have been swamped. They did make mistakes in thinking, but you can also be certain that they gave all they had every moment of play.

We’ve used Mush Dubofsky’s and Ox Bordeau’s name so many times in this column in the last two years that you might be inclined to think we’re cosine, but, nevertheless, just a few more words about them. After being given the works in the first quarter, Mush came back to the line-up with as much fight and grit as ever. PAY the poor lad playing against him. The Ox played his regular game, stopping a play here, helping this man do his job and being in general an all-around handy man that it’s a pleasure to have around.

At the beginning of the season we predicted a great year for Georgetown on the gridiron. Are retractions in order after getting beaten? Not a bit of it. Georgetown is very good, but N. Y. U. is just a little better—not four touchdowns, but in our estimation about six points. The foregoing isn’t treason, and hardly anybody could regard it as being unfair. New York University has a well-drilled team; a perfect machine, and they’ll give the best teams their money’s worth before the year is out.

Its easy to write in this line when your team has won but tough when they lose, so a little diversion will be welcomed. Lets see what love missives the boys have sent us this week. The black one looks good. It reads: Dear Sir, about N. Y. U.—oh, kill him somebody. We’ll try another. Hello there: We went all the way to New York to see Georgetown—stop. The next person that mentions something we don’t like is going to get shot.

Hello folks, this is the well known ghost writer speaking. We regret to announce the passing of your columnist. He committed suicide in his room after trying to write a story without mentioning what happened to Georgetown up at N. Y. U.—rat tat tat tag hang man drip-drip-dripp.

With the injuries due to Saturdays game assuming the proportions of a World War Casualty list, the contest with Duquesne Friday night, originally intended for a breather, now takes on a momentous aspect. Dubofsky, Donohue, Brickman, Bordeau, Anderson and Gellis are all injured in one way or other and some of them very seriously. There is always the hope, of course, that new talent may develop during the week and we’ll see what we shall see under the arc lights up at Pittsburgh.

Heard in Psychology the morning after Prof. explaining transient action by example: “If I throw a football what would it be?” Some student zipped voice, “Intercepted if it was thrown up in New York.” Which triviality brings home the fact that backs averaging about five feet six can not take passes away from a gigantic secondary defense.

One thing that did not stand out as it used to at New York was the tackling of the entire Georgetown team. It seems to have lost all its pep, fire and viciousness. The boys were catching them but they weren’t hitting them.

Chick Mecham showed that he expected no such score when after the first touch- down he and Connor in to kick the extra point. The boy is the eagle eye and skillful foot of the Violet team.

We want to insist before we close up for the night that the score of 34 to 0 was no indication of the relative merits of the two teams. While N. Y. U. did gain more ground on their passing attack most of their scores were a result of inter- ceptions of our passes. Georgetown made more first downs than did their adver- saries, and the backs averaging about five feet six, good as N. Y. U.’s. Defensively—well Tommy Mills certainly has to do something with his defenses against passes before he meets another team like N. Y. U. Incidentally we don’t think we’ll hit any- body like the Violets until next year and that team will be—New York University.

FOOTBALL COACH

BY GEORGE J. BOTT ’32

TOMMY MILLS
Head Coach of Football, Who is in his Second Year at Georgetown and has had Extraordinarily Hard Luck in the Matter of Injuries

BEGINS NEW YEAR

(Continued from page 1)

Rev. Fr. J. Coleman Nevils, president of the University; the Rev. Fr. Francis E. Luczy, regent of the law school, and Dr. George E. Hamilton, dean of the school. During the opening in conformity with Jesus custom the prizes won by students in the previous year were presented by Fr. Nevils to those who had won them.

Father Gives Prize to Son

One of the most interesting of the events during the day was when Professor Howard Boyd, teacher of real property and evidence, presented to his own son the prize which the latter had won as the best student in his class the previous year. When it was announced that Ralph Stewart Boyd, B.F.S., had won the honor in his second year at law, Father Nevils said that nothing would be more fitting than to have his own father present it to him.

Another very interesting thing in the father and son line occurred this year when Daniel W. O’Donahue, Jr., Ph.D., Ph.L.L.M., assumed the teaching of Equity I in the school. He is the son of Dr. O’Donahue, Sr., who for years taught common law pleading and equity at Georgetown Law.

Mr. Charles L. B. Lownes, B.A., S.J.D., a former professor in the law school, has returned to that institution and has assumed the teaching of Real and Private Property, Torts and Taxation.

Dr. Hugh J. Fegan will again assume his duties as assistant dean at the law school, he has been incapacitated by illness for some time but was recently dis- charged from Georgetown Hospital.

DYER PRESIDES

(Continued from page 1)

Dyer President

During the ensuing year the Philodemic will engage in numerous inter-collegiate debates of the same caliber as last year, however, at the present time the schedule is very indefinite.

The officers of this famous society which has not been defeated for years are, Rev. Fr. John Toohey, S.J., moderator; David Dyer, ’32, president; Myles Gib- bons, ’32, vice president; James Neville, ’32, recording secretary; Raymond Mc- Nally, ’32, corresponding secretary; Gerard O’Brien, ’32, treasurer; Ralph Koebel, ’32, censor. These officers will remain in office until the completion of the fall semester when new elections will be held.

The Rev. W. Coleman Nevils, S.J., president of Georgetown Uni- versity, delivered the sermon at St. Joseph’s Church, in Petersburg, Va., on Sunday, October 11. The occasion was the finale of the thirteenth annual convention of the Virginia Chapter of the International Fed- eration of Catholic Alumni, St. Joseph’s Alumni and Alumni As- sociation.

A pontifical High Mass, cele- brated by Bishop Brennan, was at- tended by the entire delegation to the convention.

While at Petersburg, Fr. Nevils was the guest of the Rev. E. P. Kilgallen, of that city.
On Other Campuses

With representatives from 33 states in its law school, Cumberland University might well claim to be cosmopolitan, but in the person of Mr. A. G. Fleischer it has an even stronger argument for that distinction. Mr. Fleischer could probably have done just as well as Erich Remarque did with "All Quiet on the Western Front," for he served as Lieutenant Fleischer, 13th Machine Gun Regiment, Imperial German Army, throughout the war. When asked what he thought of the American troops, he said: "We liked them. They were big fellows and hard fighters. They were well fed. We were without food, but there was plenty of rum for us."

Boston University News has apparently solved a fractional difficulty for Princeton. It seems that the latter school sent out questionnaires to its numerous alumni to discover how they were faring, and discovered that the average Princeton alumni owns one and nine-tenths automobiles, six and a half suits of clothes, and has one and five-eighths babies. There would seem to be trouble about that five-eighths baby but the B. U. Kerz says to dress him in the half suit of clothes, put him in the nine-tenths auto and send him to Harvard. Sounds like a good idea.

Students at Columbia University and the feminine population at Barnard College will have recordings of their voices taken when they enter as freshmen and leave as seniors. The recordings will be used to study habits of speech, and in the case of the Barnard students will be used by the English Department to help in correcting defects in speech, grammar, and pronunciation.

Chick Meehan, N. Y. U. football coach, has discontinued the practice of forecasting New York U. team scores, or last week Mr. Deacone, of the University, predicted that the New Yorkers would come out on top 30 to 0. He said that the rain that was falling at the time was a symbol of the shower of touchdowns the Violets would make. He was glad there was no hail or snow in the vicinity when Mr. Deacone did his predicting.

N. Y. SMOKE
(Continued from page 1)
Hon. John P. O'Brien, father of Gerard J. O'Brien, the present president of the Yard at Georgetown, was next introduced by Klauber, and stressed the fact that in victory or defeat the spirit of Georgetown remained the same. He paused during his speech to pay homage to Knute Rockne, and his principles and influence in making in not mere players but real men to represent his principles and influence in making not mere players but real men to represent his

Aviation Taught in High School

Aviation is taught both day and night in the Burgard Vocational High School, Buffalo, N. Y. The interrecities of actual plane construction, repair, and even flying are studied in this high school's six new aviation work shops by 150 day students and 250 evening students, according to a report to the Federal Office of Education, by William B. Kamprath, principal of the school. Supplied with actual planes and plane engines and equipment such as is used in the service departments of modern airplane repair hangars, the Burgard students are granted an exceptional opportunity to learn almost everything about aviation from aircraft construction to air navigation.

The courses extend over a four-year period. Students spend one-half of every day in the aviation work shops. The other half of the day is spent in studying regular high school subjects including related trade work in science, mathematics, and drafting. Shop and laboratory work includes construction and repair of aircraft, repair of aircraft engines, aircraft machine shop work, aircraft electrical repair and welding, aerodynamics, meteorology and air navigation.

Buffalo is an outstanding aviation center and this fact has stimulated interest in Burgard's aviation courses. So popular were they last year that hundreds of young men could not accommodate in spite of extensive provisions made for this work by the Buffalo Board of Education.

RETREAT
(Continued from page 1)
fit each and every student. As the retreat is compulsory to all and optional with non-Catholics it is desired that students remain on the campus during these three days, leaving only for necessary purposes.

One can not gain blessings or indulgences by merely attending the exercises of the retreat. The Meditations should be given our fullest consideration and thought. At the end, the Apostolic Blessing is given and attached to this blessing is a plenary indulgence.

WASHINGTON CLUB DANCE
(Continued from page 3)
strictly formal, will be the only rival of the select Junior Prom. The chairman of the publicity committee is Joseph M. Barker, '33.

The Washington Club has already had two regular meetings this season, for the purpose of welcoming Freshmen and reorganizing the club which promises to be one of the strongest in many years.

Resolutions were adopted at these meetings for the formation of a Day Students' Athletic Team, to embrace various sports, and also for the securing of a Day Students' Column on the Hoy.

VALENTINE'S DAY SPECIALS

FRESHMEN!

The Editorial Board of the Hoyia wants candidates as News-Writers—if you have any writing talent, apply to Managing Editor!
THE HOME TOWNERS

To those familiar with The Hoy about this column will be recognized as another change. Such things are conspicuous this particular year at the Hilltop. We feel it both fitting and necessary to state at once the purpose of this innovation. Georgetown is situated in the Nation's Capital, the country's finest city for education. However, we find that the Washington men are, and always have been, in the minority, and have consistently taken a discouragingly small share in the school and its activities. Instead of finding the publications, debating clubs, athletics, and so on, seasoned with the cosmopolitan atmosphere of Washington, it seems to have so lacked this that nothing but gave the slightest intimation that this is the city from which our republic is controlled. It is our purpose, then, to awaken this interest, inspire the student body to take advantage of the multitudinous number of chances of enlarging their friendship by dropping that regrettable provincialism that has swept over them; to aid their future by dipping into the many things here that will give them a greater conception of their abilities.

We have no precedent to follow, but are venturing on to a truly uncharted sea. What success or failure we meet in the future depends completely upon your cooperation, or lack of it. With you cooperating by offering your generous support in the submission of ideas and opinions and topics for discussion, “The Hill and the Hilltop” will become another of those fine traditions on which Georgetown prides itself; otherwise, it will be but a short time till your medium of expression gives way, and dies out after a brief but enthusiastic struggle.

“A politician thinks of the next election; a statesman, of the next generation.” We found this bit of wisdom among the hundreds of invaluable thoughts contained in Elbert Hubbard’s “Scrap Book.” Upon considering it, we find it very true, even though it is an old question. And when we further consider how frequently we hear that word “politician” mentioned these days, and how seldom the dignified honorable word “statesman” is used, we can not arrive at any other conclusion than that the remark is very true. As we scan the personnel of Congress, does it seem that it resembles these fiery and patriotic days when this country was being formed? Or does it resemble days of the Monroe Doctrine, or the anxious days of the Emancipation Act? How many men can we name and apply this title “statesman”? If any, then very few. Too few to be anything but disappointing. Georgetown has several fine men and services of the people, and it is to be hoped that some of the men who are being educated here now will find themselves with the necessary ideals, initiative, character, and ability to offer themselves towards the salvaging of a neglected “profession.”

Rather interesting to notice the occupations and aims of some of our associates. It will probably surprise many to know that in their very midst there are certain gentlemen striving to elevate their profession to one of respect and prestige. Who? In the hallowed sanctums of Old North, in all sincerity, will be found a veritable wealth of knowledge and ambition; the deans and sage of the soda fountain.

ROGER, G. U. LAW, ’21, AT ALLEGHENY INAUGURAL

Georgetown Among Many Colleges and Universities Represented at Inaugural—College Library Also Dedicated

A brilliant and colorful assemblage of presidents, chancellors and professors of universities and colleges all over the United States, representatives of national learned societies, alumni, undergraduates and their friends, participated in Meadville, Pa., Friday and Saturday in the inauguration of William Pearson Tolley, Ph.D., D.D., as president of Allegheny College, and the dedication of the college library.

An academic procession on the campus preceded the inaugural exercises, and was participated in by about 200 capped and gowned representatives of other institutions of learning, including scores of Allegheny College graduates now teaching in other schools.

Georgetown Representatives

Mr. Charles C. Royer, of Erie, Pa., who was graduated from the Georgetown Law School in ’21, and received his LL.M. in ’22, represented Georgetown University at the recent presidential inaugural at Meadville, Pa.

The newly inaugurated president of Allegheny College, Wm. P. Tolley, Ph.D., D.D., expressed his gratitude for Mr. Royer’s attendance, and spoke of his friendship for Georgetown.

Mr. Royer is engaged in business in Erie as an attorney at law.

Patronize Hoyadvertisers
SODALITY OF OUR LADY HOLDS FIRST MEETING

History Given by Prefect—Novena to Be Held Beginning October 16

At the first meeting of the Sodality of Our Lady Immaculate, Father Joseph T. O'Brien, S.J., addressed the new candidates on the meaning and purpose of the Sodality. The primary purpose of the Sodality, Father O'Brien, is the most ardent devotion, reverence and filial love for the Blessed Virgin Mary. The "Catholic Action" program was explained as the means given to show our zeal in "Catholic Action" program. In 12 games played between the two teams, the Union team never has crossed the Columbia goal line. The score this year was 51 to 0 in favor of Columbia.

At the conclusion of the first meeting, Gerald J. O'Brien, prefect of the Sodality, gave an historical resume of the Sodality, giving the number of applications for entrance to the Sodality, the number who have been elected to its membership.

First Time at School Opening

The New Burgundy Red and Black Parker Duofold

They're ready—Parker's latest creations first time shown at a school opening—new Burgundy Red and Black Matched Pen and Pencil sets. Rare beauties, as radiantly colorful as wine-colored crystal. See them now at your nearest Parker dealers. Take a pair to class and you'll have the newest in the Guaranteed for Life Duofold Pen. Not $10 as you would expect—but only $5 or $7 due to largest sale in the world. The set—Junior size, Pen and Pencil, $9.75; Lady Duofold Set, $8.25.

HULLTOP BARBER SHOP
FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED
Opposite Pressing Club
O. Alston
Haircuts, 50c

Sleisgrove, Pa.—The Susquehanna University football team can boast a forward wall made up entirely of six-footers this year.

New York.—When Union College played Columbia it lost its last opportunity to cross the Columbia goal line. In 12 games played between the two teams, the Union team never has crossed the Columbia goal. The score this year was 51 to 0 in favor of Columbia.
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he passes he goes on into the university. If he fails, he probably will be advised to quit.

In the meantime the exceptional student has gone on—probably long before. For that is what happened. It is in the upper division of the university. A genius might finish the first two-year course in three months. Then, after taking a two-year course in one of the upper divisions he would get his degree.

**WHITE DEBATERS HOLD THEIR FIRST MEETING**

Hoober Debt Moratorium to be Discussed by freshmen—President Reads the Constitution—More candidates Apply

A short time ago the first meeting of the year for the White Debating Society was held. The purpose of this meeting was to organize for the coming year and also to try out candidates for membership. The successful candidates were: Messrs. Potter, Gunnell, McManus, McNenney, Frund, Quigley, Betton, Watson, Eppson, Young, Beard, Cole, Clark, Largay, Mcahill and O'Malley.

The meeting of the ensuing week more candidates were voted into the society, and as the laws of the society require, the constitution was read by the president. The candidates who were elected to membership at this meeting were: Messrs. O'Neill, Murphy, and Quigley.

Freshmen to Debate

At the meeting to be held on October 14, the question to be debated reads, 'Resolved, That Recent Wage Cuts in the Steel Industry Have Been Detrimental to the Best Interests of the Country.' The affirmative will be upheld by Messrs. Charles Trundle and Edward S. Kelly. The negative side of the question will be argued by Messrs. Thomas Scott and John McVoy.

After the coming retreat the next meeting will be held on October 28, at which meeting the question to be discussed will read, 'Resolved, That President Hoover Should Extend the Time Limit of the Debt Moratorium From One to Three Years.' In this debate the affirmative will be represented by Messrs. Largay and Potter, and the negative by Messrs. Walters and Gunnell.

While being interviewed, Rev. Father S.J., the moderator of the White Debating Society, said that while last year White had a wealth of ability and talent, the caliber of the incoming talent was such that he expects this year to be even better than last year, which year, according to Fr. Murphys, was the best in five years.

The officers of the White Debating Society this year are: President, George D. Crowley, Jr., of Chicago, Ill.; vice president, Neil T. Regan, of New York City; secretary, Robert E. Myers, of Wilkirk, Ohio; treasurer, Howard W. Crockett, of Wayland, N. Y.; and Moderator, Paul A. Kennedy, of Scranton, Pa.

**COMPLIMENTS OF**

**Eve Domedays Booke**

**FLIT—A MUTILATED BALLADE**

The nights are warm and zephyrs blow, And windows to the dark are wide, In fly guests who are de trop Who up arts, fine and applied; To crush these pests all things we've tried, But thouands charge if fifty fall. On books they skate, on lights they glide, There are no screens in Copley Hall. Envoi—

O fitting fellows who have no pride, Who smear the floors and spoil the wall, How would you like to take a ride? (There are no screens in Copley Hall.)

—G. H. E.

**SUNLITE CLEANERS**

**SPECIAL**

Suited Pressed, 25c

**PHONE ——— WESL 1420**

**SPECIAL**

15 percent discount to Georgetown University students. All car prices plainly marked. We have all makes and models from $15.00 up all ready to go. Don't fail to see our stock and you will buy. 35 cars under $50.00. Don't wait! Come in now.
Oh! You **Lucky Tab**!!

**MOISTURE-PROOF CELLOPHANE**

Sealed Tight—Ever Right

The Unique

HUMIDOR

PACKAGE

Zip—

and it’s open!

See the new notched tab on the top of the package. Hold down one half with your thumb. Tear off the other half. Simple. Quick. Zip! That’s all. Unique! Wrapped in dust-proof, moisture-proof, germ-proof Cellophane. Clean, protected, neat, FRESH!—what could be more modern than LUCKIES’ improved Humidor package— so easy to open! Ladies—the LUCKY tab is—your finger nail protection.

**Made of the finest tobaccos—The Cream of many Crops—LUCKY STRIKE alone offers the throat protection of the exclusive “TOASTING” Process which includes the use of modern Ultra Violet Rays—the process that expels certain biting, harsh irritants naturally present in every tobacco leaf. These expelled irritants are not present in your LUCKY STRIKE!**

“They’re out—so they can’t be in!” No wonder LUCKIES are always kind to your throat.

“**It’s toasted**”

Your Throat Protection—against irritation—against cough

And Moisture-Proof Cellophane Keeps that “Toasted” Flavor Ever Fresh

One Man's View of Things

By CHARLES W. LAWRENCE

In a letter to the alumni magazine of her alma mater, protesting a new rule allowing women to smoke at that college, an alumnae of the school says: "I am very sure many of the Alumni of College are dismayed at some of the recent changes at —-)

I have no doubt the good lady is right. Many alumni of that particular college are dismayed that the institution has so raised its standard of scholarship that it no longer dominates its particular foot-ball conference as it once did. Many are dismayed that she no longer threatens fire and brimstone to those who refuse to accept the tenets of Puritan theology. Many are dismayed that young men and women at that college now are allowed to live the normal social life which they will have to live after graduation.

College alumni, I am ashamed to admit, are notoriously lacking as a group in any conception of what is the purpose of a college. We are not to be blamed, perhaps, because inspiration for things intellectual is sadly absent once we are cut off from the halls of learning.

However, I believe there are a few of us who feel, regardless of the degree of our removal from such things, that the only possible purpose of a college of liberal arts is to train young minds to the search out truth in hidden corners and bring it to light as best they can, both for their own welfare and for that of their fellow beings. And for the life of me I cannot see how this purpose is accomplished by a college which occupies itself with the routine of a home for the protection of weak characters.

Our lady graduate, in her letter, suggests that because her alma mater now allows its co-eds the privilege of deciding for gentle young men and women to tackle in their own way some of the world's more perplexing problems, she has no doubt the good lady is right.
extraordinary of the 1929 team, Irving Klauberg, president of the Alumni Association of New York, and Tommy Mills, who gave one of the most spirited talks of his whole career. The broadcast closed with the playing of Georgetown's "Alma Mater." In view of the showing it made both at the game and over the radio the band gives every indication this year of becoming one of the best organizations of its kind in the country, one that will do much to spread the fame of Georgetown throughout the land.

ANNUAL
(Continued from page 1)
would contain this section, he merely shook his head in a perplexed manner, and stated that this important question had not yet been decided. He did admit, however, that he agreed with Father Cronin, moderator of Ye Domesday Book, in that beauty was an aid to any publication.

"Crack O' Doom," the humor section, is to be under the supervision of Miles F. Gibbons. There are to be assistants from each of the post graduate schools; this is the first time that this section has not been written completely by the students of the College of Arts and Sciences.

All students are invited to contribute snapshots. John E. Bodkin, photographic editor, 208 Copley, will receive all snapshots.

The group photographs of the classes and societies are to be taken this week.

Sports, Lounge & Dress Clothing
For The University Gentleman
Exhibit Thursday, Oct. 8

SALTZ BROTHERS
1341 F Street N.W.—Washington
Branch Shop at the University of Virginia

THIS COUPON ENTITLES
Daniel Canning
Secretary of the Yard
TO ONE DE LUXE DINNER AT
OLMSTEAD GRILL
1336 G St. Washington, D. C.
Courtesy Bert L. Olmstead
No. 3. Not Good after Oct. 26

WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE
The Best Abridged Dictionary
because it is based upon WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL—
The "Supreme Authority." Here is a companion for your hours of reading and study that will prove its real value every time you consult it for the wealth of ready information that is instantly yours. 106,000 words and phrases with definitions, etymologies, pronunciations, and use in its 1,256 pages, 1,700 illustrations. Includes dictionaries of biography and geography and other special features.

See It At Your College Bookstore or Write for Information to the Publishers. Free specimen pages if you name this paper.

G. & C. Merriman Co.
Springfield, Mass.

A Short Cut to Accurate Information
You will find a quick answer to questions about words, persons, places in WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE

A MODEL ACCEPTED
WITH RARE ENTHUSI
ASM BY YOUNG COLLEGE
MEN WHO CARE FOR
VIVID INDIVIDUALITY
AND PERFECT GRACE.
THE SLANT OF THE
BRIM, THE SET OF THE
CROWN AND THE WELL-
TAILORED RIBBON ALL
REACH PERFECTION, IN-
COMPARABLY CORRECT.
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Each brings out the best in the other!

The Dodge Sisters are a perfect team — each brings out the best in the other. The exclusive Chesterfield Cross-Blend is like that. It does much more than merely mix together a few tobaccos, as in ordinary blending. It actually *unites* the best qualities of one type of tobacco with the best qualities of other types. Each brings out the best in the other — creating extra mildness, natural sweetness, and far better taste.

Chesterfield holds everlastingly to higher standards—

- **BETTER TOBACCOS**, the mildest and ripest tobaccos that can be bought.
- **BETTER PAPER**, pure, odorless, tasteless — the finest made.
- **BETTER MANUFACTURE**, every step made safe by the highest scientific standards.

Nobody smokes a better cigarette than Chesterfield. And nobody ever will.

Chesterfield

© 1931, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.